UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
2016 SAXOPHONE CLASS RECITAL
2:30pm
SUNDAY JANUARY 24, 2016
PHILLIP T. YOUNG RECITAL HALL
ADMISSION BY DONATION

UVic Saxophone Class of 2016

Jessica McLaughlin of the Graduate Class
Matthew Bell of the 4th Year Class
Zachary Smith of the 4th Year Class
Steven Cramaro of the 3rd Year Class
Adam Jasieniuk of the 3rd Year Class
Julian Malinowski of the 3rd Year Class
Skye Eriksen of the 2nd Year Class
Connor Stairs of the 2nd Year Class
Matthew Fichter of the 1st Year Class
Kayla Izon of the 1st Year Class
Michelle Melnicky of the 1st Year Class
Michael Vielguth of the 1st Year Class

Upcoming Events

MARCH 6th GRADUATING RECITAL
8:00pm - 9:30pm
Composition students
Michael Chambers and Zach Smith
present their graduating recital.

uvicsaxophone.blogspot.ca
1. Julian Malinowski & Brian Kim—*Cinquième Solo de Concert pour saxophone alto et piano* Op. 91 by Jean-Baptiste Singelée


3. Skye Eriksen & Brian Kim—*Fantasie sur il pleut Bergère pour saxophone alto et piano* by Paul Agricole Génin


6. Connor Stairs & Matthew Poon—1st movement from *Sonata for Alto Saxophone & Piano* by John C. Worley

7. Steven Cramaro & Myles Anderson—*Variations sur un thème Espagnol* by Paul Agricole Génin

**INTERMISSION**

8. Jessica McLaughlin—*Mai* (for alto saxophone) by Ryo Noda


10. Michael Vielguth & Ethan Hill—1. *Allegro* from *Sonata for Saxophone & Piano* by Berhard Heiden


12. Adam Jasieniuk & Thomas Nicholson—*Pièce Concertante dans l’esprit “Jazz”* by Paul Bonneau

The Saxophone Class appreciates the excellent contributions of our collaborative partners from the piano studios of Arthur Rowe, Bruce Vogt, Michelle Mares, May-Ling Kwok and Eva Solar-Kinderman.

Thanks, also, to pianist Matthew Poon, UVic alumnus, for his contribution to the success of the recital.